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Executive Summary

Once leaders in providing access to justice for limited English proficient (LEP) people, our nation's federal courts have not kept pace with the progress made in the rest of the federal government and in the American state courts.

The Report finds that federal courts fail to live up to emerging national language access norms. In contrast to the practices that are increasingly becoming established in federal agencies and in the state courts, the federal courts often:

- deny interpreters to LEP parties and witnesses, particularly in civil cases;
- fail to ensure the competence of interpreters, particularly in languages other than Spanish; and,
- do not make forms and information available in languages other than English.

Our findings are the result of our research into the constitutional and statutory standards, which govern the provision of interpreters and the translation of documents in the federal courts, and our further investigation into the rules, policies, and web sites that describe the provision of language assistance services and other language-related practices in the federal courts.

At the constitutional level, the federal courts have been slow to secure a constitutional right to an interpreter in federal court proceedings. The courts have recognized the right to an interpreter in criminal trials, immigration cases, and some prison disciplinary hearings, but have not ensured full effectuation of the right in those cases. In civil cases, the federal courts have not yet recognized a right to an interpreter: some lower courts have found no due process right; some have suggested the right may exist only when the litigation consequences would be serious for the party in need of the interpreter; some have said the question remains open.

At the statutory level, the limitations of the federal Court Interpreters Act, long considered a model of language access legislation, have become clear. Pursuant to the Act, federal courts provide interpreters only in criminal cases and in the subset of civil matters that are initiated by the federal government. In all other cases, the general policy of the federal courts is not to provide interpreters.

The practical failure of the federal courts to assure the provision of interpreters and the translation of documents is especially apparent when comparisons are drawn with state courts and federal agencies. The Department of Justice has interpreted Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to require all state courts that receive any federal funds to provide interpreters in all civil cases. In recent years, DOJ has stepped up Title VI enforcement, investigating states that have not provided adequate interpreter services. Similarly, Executive Order 13166 requires the provision of language access in federal agencies to match the level of language access required in state courts.

Troubling conceptual anomalies are starkly apparent when one compares language access in the federal courts to that which is available in the state courts and federal agencies:
• A state court case for which an interpreter is provided could be removed to a federal court where no interpreter is provided;
• A person provided an interpreter in a federal administrative proceeding can be denied one in the subsequent federal court appeal; and,
• DOJ’s enforcement of Title VI against a state court for its failure to provide language assistance services could advance in a federal court, which itself, lacks such services.

Even when federal courts provide interpreters, there sometimes are deficiencies in quality. The federal courts issue certifications only for Spanish language interpreters, even though over 100 other languages are spoken in the federal courts. Court interpreting requires a high degree of skill, and interpreters lacking certification may not adequately appreciate the unique culture of the courtroom, the complexity of the cases, or their own ethical responsibilities.

In cases in which the Court Interpreters Act mandates the provision of an interpreter, courts may deny an interpreter to a party who speaks some English. The Act has been narrowly construed by some circuit courts to require an interpreter only for litigants who speak no English. Of course, meaningful participation in a court proceeding requires fluency, a distinction not lost in the state courts, where the standards contemplate the provision of an interpreter even for parties who speak basic English. The methods used by federal courts to evaluate whether a party requires an interpreter are inadequate as compared to the practice in the state courts.

Translation is another problem for the federal courts, as they trail behind the new national standards designed to assure access for all parties to court forms, instructions, web sites, and other written materials in commonly spoken languages. This Report finds that most federal courts do not provide resources, services, or notices in languages other than English, including informational documents intended for unrepresented parties. Federal courts are just beginning to translate documents into multiple languages, trailing well behind the state courts where the practice is increasingly to offer documents and web sites in a wide variety of languages.

The Report recommends that Congress, the bodies administering and providing support to the courts, and the courts themselves, take steps to remove the obstacles encountered by LEP individuals. Specifically, our recommendations are the following:

• Congress should amend the federal Court Interpreter Act to clarify that federal courts must provide interpreters in all matters involving an LEP participant, and also should allocate funding to cover this modest but necessary expansion;
• The Judicial Conference should exercise its authority to adopt a policy of assuring the provision of interpreters to LEP parties and to LEP witnesses in all types of categories of court proceedings;
• The Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts should certify interpreters in commonly spoken languages other than English, assess the skills of interpreters in the languages for which certification is not available, and help the courts update web sites by translating text into commonly spoken languages;
• The Federal Judicial Center should update the Judicial Benchbook to provide judges with best practices for assessing the quality of interpreters and for determining whether a party or witness has sufficient English proficiency;
• Federal judges should exercise their authority under the Court Interpreters Act and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to appoint competent interpreters for LEP individuals whenever an individual's level of English proficiency is insufficient to permit meaningful communication; and,
• Federal courts should translate frequently used civil forms, instructions, and web sites into commonly spoken languages, giving priority to documents commonly used by unrepresented parties.

Many of our recommendations cost little, or nothing, and some will even save money. If our federal agencies and state courts can provide improved access despite the budgetary constraints within which they operate, we should not tolerate practices that are inferior by comparison within our federal courts. The recommendations we make today will put the federal courts on the path to complying with modern expectations and with our federal courts' commitment to justice for all.
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I. Introduction

The nation’s federal courts, which once led the way in providing access for limited English proficient (LEP) people, have failed to keep up with emerging national norms. In 1978, Congress passed the Court Interpreters Act, requiring federal courts to use interpreters for LEP participants in all criminal cases and in civil cases brought by the U.S. government. The Court Interpreters Act also requires that courts use certified interpreters whenever they are reasonably available, prompting the federal courts to create some of the first, and most rigorous, tests for certifying court interpreters. Before the federal legislation, California was the only state requiring its court interpreters to be certified. Many of the other state court interpreter programs developed since then are modeled after the federal courts’ program.

Federal courts have not kept pace, however, as the rest of the federal government and state courts have expanded language access far beyond what the federal courts provide. In 2000, President Clinton issued an Executive Order requiring all federal agencies to ensure their own activities, and the activities they fund others to conduct, are accessible to LEP people. Attorney General Eric Holder reaffirmed the government’s commitment to language access in a 2011 letter to the head of every federal agency. In response, many federal agencies have taken significant steps to ensure their personnel can communicate with LEP members of the public, and that crucial documents are translated into the languages commonly spoken by those served by the agencies. For example, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) uses bilingual staff and interpreters to communicate with LEP individuals in field offices, in fact-finding conferences, and “throughout the outreach and enforcement processes.” The Social Security Administration (SSA), which holds the vast majority of federal administrative hearings, likewise provides interpreters at its hearings. The SSA also makes benefits information and forms available in sixteen different languages. Notably, many agencies have recently expanded their language access services despite the current financial pressures facing the federal government.

At the same time, a series of warning letters from the Department of Justice (DOJ) have informed state courts receiving federal financial assistance that to comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VI), they must provide interpreters free of charge in all types of cases—not just the limited types in which the federal courts currently provide interpreters. The DOJ has followed up with investigations in at least seven states, resulting in the implementation of far-reaching plans for improved accessibility to the state courts in Colorado and Rhode Island. In spring 2012, the DOJ found the North Carolina courts in violation of Title VI for failure to provide interpreters in many types of civil cases. Despite what the state judiciary terms a “time of economic hardship,” North Carolina has since decided to stop charging nonindigent parties for their interpreters, and has put in place a plan to phase in interpreter services in all types of civil cases over the next two years.

Today, Colorado, the District of Columbia, Georgia, Maryland, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah, Washington State, and Wisconsin are among the jurisdictions that expect courts to provide interpreters to LEP individuals in all court proceedings. More than forty states have joined the Consortium for Language Access in the Courts, which makes court interpreter certification tests available in at least sixteen languages.
The emerging national norm is encapsulated in the American Bar Association's Standards for Language Access in Courts (ABA Standards), adopted in February 2012 and intended to apply to all adjudicatory tribunals, including the federal courts.19 Adopted after a long consultative process, the ABA Standards urge courts to "ensure that persons with limited English proficiency have meaningful access to all the services . . . provided by the court."20 The measures that the Standards urge courts to take include: providing interpreters in all types of cases, ensuring the interpreters they provide are qualified, and translating vital documents in the languages commonly spoken by court users.21

As this Report describes in Part III, the federal courts have a significant amount of work ahead to live up to the ABA Standards, and to provide the level of language access now provided by federal agencies and the state courts. The federal courts deny interpreters to many LEP parties and witnesses.22 Most federal district and bankruptcy courts do not provide LEP individuals with interpreters in the many civil cases brought by someone other than the federal government.23 Even in the criminal cases for which the Court Interpreters Act requires interpreters, the federal district courts' standards and procedures result in the denial of interpreters to some people who can neither speak nor understand English well enough to participate meaningfully in the proceedings. In contrast, many state courts have clear guidelines in place to ensure that interpreters are provided to all such litigants.24

There are serious quality issues as well. The federal courts certify only Spanish interpreters,25 while many state courts certify interpreters in a wide variety of languages.26 For languages in which certification is not available, the federal courts' measures for ensuring interpreter competence are far less rigorous than many state courts.27

Finally, while some federal courts make certain criminal forms available in Spanish, federal courts do not make civil case instructions or forms available in any language other than English.28 In contrast, a number of state court systems have developed information documents and court forms in Spanish, Vietnamese, and other languages.29

The federal courts' failure to provide competent interpretation whenever it is needed has serious consequences. LEP individuals are forced to proceed in court without an interpreter, and they are unable to participate effectively in their own cases.30 Crucial laws go unenforced.31 Immigrants are left vulnerable to exploitation.32 Courts suffer because judges cannot understand or communicate with litigants. Members of the public who learn of communication difficulties justifiably lose faith in the ability of the courts to administer justice.33

The inability to communicate affects federal court litigants and witnesses in a broad range of civil cases. Attorneys providing assistance to pro se litigants in federal district court confirm that LEP parties appear often in civil cases concerning civil rights, employment, and intellectual property issues.34 In addition, thousands of LEP individuals appear as debtors or creditors in bankruptcy courts each year.35 LEP persons who cannot afford to hire an attorney and must file pro se face the additional obstacle of navigating the legal system on their own. Most pro se LEP court users are plaintiffs, but LEP persons are also forced to defend civil suits pro se when, for example, their children are sued for illegally downloading music or when bar owners are sued for broadcasting cable programs without permission.36 It is likely that many LEP individuals who have federal claims never make it to federal court because the language
barriers are too high.\textsuperscript{37}

The Judicial Conference of the United States has recognized these problems. In 1995 it warned: “As the numbers of non-English speakers and the number of languages spoken in the U.S. population increase, the courts will be challenged as they seek to ensure the integrity of the truth-finding process.”\textsuperscript{38} Accordingly, it recommended that “[c]ourt interpreter services should be made available in a wider range of court proceedings in order to make justice more accessible to those who do not speak English and cannot afford to provide those services for themselves.”\textsuperscript{39} In its most recent strategic plan, the Judicial Conference recognized that “[m]any who come to the courts also have limited proficiency in English, and resources to provide interpretation and translation services are limited, particularly for civil litigants,” and “continued efforts are needed.”\textsuperscript{40}

Committees established by several of the federal circuits have also emphasized the importance of court interpretation, with a Second Circuit task force warning that “[w]ithout interpretation, non-English speakers sit in federal court as an incomprehensible storm of events swirl around them.”\textsuperscript{41} In 2011, the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Central District of California noted the toll the lack of interpreters takes on its docket:

Court hearings regularly get continued when non-English speaking parties appear and the judge must wait for the parties to bring in their own interpreters. Because these parties usually cannot afford paid professional interpreters, the Court is faced with the dilemma of either allowing a family member, friend or other English speaker to do the interpreting, or denying the party any opportunity to be heard on their case.\textsuperscript{42}

The rest of this Report proceeds as follows: Part II describes the due process implications of the gap in language access in federal courts. Part III describes the current practices in the federal courts. Part IV recommends steps that courts can take to increase access for LEP individuals. Finally, Part V explains why the federal courts can adopt these remedies despite current budget pressures.

**II. Interpreter Access is a Matter of Due Process**

Central to the notion of due process is the idea that court users must be able to participate meaningfully in their own case.\textsuperscript{43} The ability to understand the proceedings and to communicate with the judge and counsel are necessary for meaningful participation.\textsuperscript{44} In the case that prompted passage of the Federal Court Interpreters Act, the Second Circuit characterized a criminal trial against an LEP individual who lacked the assistance of a court interpreter as “an invective against an insensible object.”\textsuperscript{45} While the need for an interpreter to permit LEP parties to participate meaningfully would appear to be self-evident, federal cases have found a right to an interpreter only in criminal matters and in some immigration matters.\textsuperscript{46} This section reviews that case law.

Since the Supreme Court’s ruling in *Gideon v. Wainwright*, it has been clear that when a court
user cannot meaningfully participate in his case without legal assistance, courts or other government agencies must provide that assistance.\textsuperscript{57} The level and type of assistance depend on the potential consequences of a faulty ruling, the risk of error, and the cost of providing the assistance.\textsuperscript{49} Thus, under both the Due Process Clause of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, and under the Sixth Amendment, criminal defendants must be provided with counsel.\textsuperscript{49} In civil cases, when the governing law or the evidence likely to be presented in a case are too complicated for laypeople to understand, courts may need to provide a form identifying the critical issues, a mental health professional to explain expert testimony, or an “institutional attorney” to help prisoners file habeas corpus petitions.\textsuperscript{50} In both civil and criminal cases, courts may be required to make “reasonable accommodations” to ensure that people with disabilities are able to access the courts.\textsuperscript{51}

These principles extend to the provision of a court interpreter for an LEP court user. A trial conducted in only English that concerns a person who cannot understand or communicate in English is the epitome of a case lacking due process. In criminal cases, it is well settled that the Constitution requires the government to provide an interpreter so an LEP criminal defendant can understand the proceedings in his or her own trial.\textsuperscript{52} In \textit{U.S. ex rel. Negron}, which prompted Congress to pass the Court Interpreter Act,\textsuperscript{53} the Second Circuit stated: “Considerations of fairness, the integrity of the fact-finding process, and the potency of our adversary system of justice forbid that the state should prosecute a defendant who is not present at his own trial, unless by his conduct he waives that right.”\textsuperscript{54} Other cases have held the right to an interpreter in criminal cases implicates due process, equal protection, court access, and the rights to a fair trial, to be present at trial, to confront witnesses against you, and to effective assistance of counsel.\textsuperscript{55}

Several circuits have ruled that due process also requires interpreters for LEP individuals in various categories of immigration cases, including those involving asylum and deportation.\textsuperscript{56} In 1984, for example, the Second Circuit held the statute authorizing aliens to petition for relief from deportation or return to a country in which their life or freedom would be jeopardized, creates a substantive entitlement to which due process protections apply.\textsuperscript{57} At a minimum, the court ruled, LEP petitioners must be afforded a hearing at which interpretation is provided, sufficient to enable them to understand the proceedings and present their claims.\textsuperscript{58} A few federal district courts have also held due process requires an interpreter for LEP prison inmates during disciplinary hearings.\textsuperscript{59}

In other categories of civil cases, though, there is less case law directly considering whether an LEP individual has a constitutional right to an interpreter. There are no federal cases holding that a constitutional right to an interpreter exists outside of the criminal, immigration, and prison-discipline contexts. A number of lower federal courts have held that no such right exists, although most of these decisions contain little analysis.\textsuperscript{60} Some state courts have gone further, holding there is a constitutional right to an interpreter in cases concerning the welfare of a child, domestic violence restraining orders, employment issues, landlord-tenant disputes, or trespassing.\textsuperscript{61} A number of decisions have gone the other way, holding there generally is no due process right to an interpreter in civil cases.\textsuperscript{62}

At the same time, the American Bar Association (ABA) and some academics have opined that due process may require the appointment of an interpreter in other types of civil cases with
serious consequences for the people involved. Moreover, some federal courts have left the
door open for claims that the Due Process Clause requires an interpreter. For instance, in
Abdullah v. I.N.S., the Second Circuit held the Due Process Clause did not require the
government to provide an interpreter during an interview with immigrants seeking to change
their immigration status from undocumented to special agricultural worker. The Second
Circuit’s decision hinged on its characterization of the immigration status that the workers
sought as “one of extraordinary . . . grace and generosity,” stating:

When government seeks to inflict punishment on an individual, or to deprive him
of liberty or property or to inflict some significant mandatory change on the
conditions of the individual’s life, that individual’s interest in being furnished with
an interpreter at government expense is far greater than when the individual
affirmatively initiates a proceeding seeking the benefits of a “generous” statutory
exception.

Under this analysis, the Due Process Clause might require the appointment of an interpreter in
the types of cases distinguished by the court—those in which “government seeks to inflict
punishment on an individual, or to deprive him of liberty or property or to inflict some
significant mandatory change on the conditions of the individual’s life.”

While this Report focuses on due process, it is important to note that language access in the
courts also implicates a number of other constitutional provisions. Article III of the
Constitution and the separation of powers are implicated because language access benefits the
courts as much as it benefits individual court users; when the courts cannot understand or
speak to the people before them, they cannot administer justice. The Equal Protection Clause
is also implicated when LEP people cannot exercise the fundamental rights of access to the
courts and due process.

III. Language Access in the Federal Courts

A. Federal Courts Do Not Provide Interpreters in Civil Cases, Unless the United States
   Participates as a Plaintiff

1. Current Practice

The Court Interpreters Act identifies two categories of cases in which the federal courts are
required to provide interpreters for LEP parties and witnesses. First, in criminal or civil actions
brought by the federal government, the court “shall” provide an interpreter, although it may
tax interpreter fees as costs at the end of the proceeding. Second, in all other cases, the court
“upon the request of the presiding judicial officer, shall, where possible, make [interpreter] services available . . . on a cost-reimbursable basis, but the judicial officer may also require the
prepayment of the estimated expenses of providing such services.” The second category
encompasses all civil cases brought by someone other than the federal government, meaning it
includes the vast majority of civil cases. The courts’ authority to provide interpreters in these
cases, at least at trial, is bolstered by Rule 43(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which states that when an LEP witness testifies at trial, “[t]he court may appoint an interpreter of its choosing; fix reasonable compensation to be paid from funds provided by law or by one or more parties; and tax the compensation as costs.”\(^75\)

Despite the apparently mandatory nature of the Court Interpreter Act’s statement that, when requested by the presiding judicial officer, courts “shall, where possible,” appoint interpreters in civil cases brought by someone other than the federal government, as a general matter, federal district courts and bankruptcy courts usually do not provide interpreters in such cases.\(^76\) This policy is embedded in court rules,\(^77\) proclaimed on court websites,\(^78\) and acknowledged in Judicial Conference documents.\(^79\) As a result, LEP civil litigants are often denied interpreters.\(^80\) Some are told to bring “a trusted friend or family member”—whose language proficiency is unknown, and who may have separate interests in the litigation—to interpret court proceedings.\(^81\)

While this is the general policy, recent versions of the Guide to Judiciary Policy describe two methods the courts can use to provide interpreters in civil cases not brought by the federal government. First, the Guide to Judiciary Policy states that courts may provide interpreters “on a cost-reimbursable basis.”\(^82\) However, rather than acknowledging the apparently mandatory nature of the Court Interpreters Act provision requiring courts to do this when possible,\(^83\) the Guide to Judiciary Policy warns that this should be done “only in limited circumstances when no other options are available.”\(^84\) The Author is not aware of any district courts that do this.

Second, the version of the Guide to Judiciary Policy in use during winter 2009–2010 states that a court can use “its non-appropriated funds,” such as attorney admission fees, to provide interpreters in civil cases.\(^85\) This language has been omitted from the most recent version of the Guide to Judiciary Policy.\(^86\) Nonetheless, a few federal district courts do provide reimbursement for interpreter expenses in this manner, although most do so only for attorneys who have been appointed by the court to represent pro se individuals pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(e).\(^87\)

- **District of New Jersey:** permits court-appointed pro bono attorneys to seek reimbursement of interpreter expenses from the “Attorneys’ Admission Fee Account” administered by the clerk of court. If the total expenses for which the attorney will seek reimbursement are over $5,000, the attorney must seek “pre-approval for the services needed during litigation.”\(^88\)
- **Eastern District of New York:** covers fees incurred by court-appointed pro bono attorneys for court-appointed interpreters through the Eastern District Civil Litigation Fund when the attorney “is unable to conveniently bear the cost of expenses of the litigation or believes” that doing so would raise ethical issues.\(^89\) Attorneys must seek pre-approval if the total expenses will exceed $200.\(^90\)
- **Eastern District of Wisconsin:** interpreter fees incurred by court-appointed pro bono attorneys may be reimbursed by the District Court Pro Bono Fund.\(^91\) The fund, which is administered by the clerk of court, consists of a $25 fee collected from every attorney admitted to practice in the district.\(^92\) Before an attorney is appointed, the client must agree in writing to reimburse the fund out of any proceeds obtained as a result of settlement or prevailing in the matter.\(^93\) There is a $3,000 limit on total
reimbursements in a single case, and expenditures over $500 require judicial approval.\textsuperscript{94}

- **Western District of Tennessee**: interpreter fees incurred by court-appointed counsel in civil cases may be reimbursed by a pro bono fund.\textsuperscript{95} The fund, which is administered by the clerk of court, contains a portion of attorney admission and pro hac vice fees and all annual attorney enrollment fees.\textsuperscript{96} The clerk of court may authorize expenditures up to $3,000 per case, and reimbursements of more than $5,000 must be approved by the en banc court.\textsuperscript{97}

By limiting eligibility for reimbursement of interpreter expenses to those cases in which the court appoints counsel, the courts exclude the many pro se cases in which counsel is not appointed,\textsuperscript{98} as well as all cases in which civil legal aid attorneys or private counsel appear. Recently, New Jersey interpreted its local rule governing the use of the attorney admissions fee fund as permitting reimbursement of interpreter expenses for a civil party who was represented by a civil legal aid lawyer.\textsuperscript{99} However, the Eastern District Civil Litigation Fund established by the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York uses attorney admission fees to pay for live interpreters in some civil hearings and trials involving pro se litigants and for interpretation over the telephone by Language Line Services in other pro se matters.\textsuperscript{100}


Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 requires state courts that receive federal funds to provide interpreters in all civil cases.\textsuperscript{101} Title VI requires federal funding recipients to ensure that “[n]o person . . . shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination.”\textsuperscript{102} In 1974, the Supreme Court held that San Francisco’s public schools violated that provision by failing to provide English classes or instruction in Chinese to Chinese-speaking students who spoke no English.\textsuperscript{103} The Court stated: “It seems obvious that the Chinese-speaking minority receive fewer benefits than the English-speaking majority from respondents’ school system which denies them a meaningful opportunity to participate in the educational program—all earmarks of the discrimination banned by the regulations.”\textsuperscript{104} The Court continued, in language arguably applicable to the federal courts’ failure to provide interpreters in civil cases not brought by the federal government: “Simple justice requires that public funds, to which all taxpayers of all races contribute, not be spent in any fashion which encourages, entrenches, subsidizes, or results in racial discrimination.”\textsuperscript{105}

The DOJ interprets Title VI as requiring state courts to provide interpreters in all civil matters,\textsuperscript{106} and at least half the states do so.\textsuperscript{107} A number of the remaining states either are under investigation by the DOJ for Title VI violations or have agreed to extend interpreting services to civil cases as the result of a DOJ investigation.\textsuperscript{108}

The DOJ’s enforcement actions against state courts for a practice that is widespread in federal courts has the potential to place the federal courts in an extremely awkward position. Indeed, in March 2012, the DOJ found the North Carolina judiciary in violation of Title VI; a failure to provide interpreters in most types of civil cases was one basis for the finding.\textsuperscript{109} The DOJ has
threatened to file suit to enforce the statute unless the judiciary comes into compliance.\textsuperscript{110} If the DOJ does file this lawsuit, it will be in a federal court that also does not provide interpreters in most civil cases.

In the states that do provide interpreters for civil cases, the failure of the federal courts to provide interpreters in many civil cases is thrown into sharp relief. For example, the Federal District Courts for the Southern District of New York and the District of Massachusetts instruct pro se LEP civil litigants to bring “a trusted family member or friend” to interpret for them.\textsuperscript{111} In contrast, the New York and Massachusetts state courts provide interpreters for all court proceedings at which an LEP individual is present.\textsuperscript{112} And, in order to avoid conflicts of interest, both state court systems avoid the use of even professional interpreters who are friends, relatives, or associates of the LEP individual.\textsuperscript{113} The availability of interpreters in civil cases in these states, and the lack thereof in the federal courts, could provide court users with an incentive to remove cases to the federal courts in order to deprive an LEP opponent of access to an interpreter. This would be ironic (and even tragic) given the removal statute’s goal of providing access to a forum that can “more accurately interpret federal law.”\textsuperscript{114}

The federal courts’ policy on the provision of interpreters in civil cases also contrasts unfavorably with federal agency practice. Under Executive Order 13166, federal agencies are required to provide the same level of language access that Title VI obligates federal funding recipients to provide.\textsuperscript{115} In 2011, Attorney General Eric Holder reaffirmed the administration’s commitment to providing language access under this Executive Order.\textsuperscript{116} In a letter to the head of each federal agency, Holder wrote, “Whether in an emergency or in the course of routine business matters, the success of government efforts to effectively communicate with members of the public depends on the widespread and nondiscriminatory availability of accurate, timely, and vital information.”\textsuperscript{117} Federal agencies now provide interpreters for people in a wide variety of administrative proceedings.\textsuperscript{118}

As a result, individuals may obtain language access in a federal administrative proceeding, only to be denied such access in a subsequent appeal to a federal court.\textsuperscript{119} For example, the EEOC has a comprehensive, detailed language access plan for LEP persons, which includes making bilingual staff members and interpreters available to help parties “throughout the outreach and enforcement processes.”\textsuperscript{120} In a recent employment discrimination case in the Southern District of New York, when an LEP Ethiopian plaintiff, who received a notice of right to sue from the EEOC, filed a lawsuit and moved for appointment of an interpreter, her motion was denied by the federal district court judge hearing her case.\textsuperscript{121}

A similar disparity in language access resources affects LEP bankruptcy filers. Shortly after filing for bankruptcy, each debtor must attend a “meeting of creditors under section 341,” at which the trustee examines the debtor regarding his or her assets and debts.\textsuperscript{122} The U.S. Trustee Program (a DOJ entity bound by Executive Order 13166) provides interpretation for these meetings.\textsuperscript{123} In the more formal bankruptcy court proceedings, however, interpreters are provided only for the few cases brought on behalf of the government.\textsuperscript{124}

**B. Certified Interpreters Are Available Only in Spanish, Haitian Creole, and Navajo**

While federal interpreters for Spanish generally are held to a high standard of excellence,\textsuperscript{125} the
courts have little control over the quality of interpreters in other languages. This is, for the most part, due to the fact that federally certified interpreters are available only in Spanish.\textsuperscript{126} Certification programs for Haitian Creole, and Navajo did exist for a short time. However, in March 1996, the U.S. Judicial Conference directed that all resources be devoted to the certification of Spanish-language interpreters and suspended certification programs for Haitian Creole, and Navajo.\textsuperscript{127} While the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts has begun exploring the possibility of developing certification for additional languages,\textsuperscript{128} it has not yet implemented certification for any language other than Spanish.\textsuperscript{129} Today, while there are still some interpreters certified in Haitian Creole and Navajo, their numbers are dwindling. There are no federally certified interpreters in any other languages.\textsuperscript{130} In 2008, the Court Administration and Case Management Committee (CACM) of the Judicial Conference of the U.S. Courts stated there is a "critical need" for interpreters in languages other than Spanish and for certification or other methods of ensuring the quality of such interpreters.\textsuperscript{131}

The lack of certified interpreters in languages other than Spanish has harmful effects on litigants, law enforcement personnel, and the courts themselves. While Spanish is by far the most frequently spoken language other than English, more than 100 other languages are used in the federal courts, too.\textsuperscript{132} Among the languages used most frequently are Mandarin (for which interpreters were used 1,682 times in 2011), Russian (for which interpreters were used 1,376 times in 2011), and Cantonese (for which interpreters were used 813 times in 2011).\textsuperscript{133}

Court interpreting is a highly specialized skill. According to the ABA, it requires "language fluency, interpreting skills, familiarity with technical terms and courtroom culture and knowledge of codes of professional conduct for court interpreters."\textsuperscript{134} As the Ninth Circuit has warned, "[m]any people claim 'fluency' in a foreign language, but '[t]here are few persons in the United States who can interpret with the degree of precision and accuracy required at the Federal court level."\textsuperscript{135} When interpreters make mistakes, the result can be that people plead guilty to crimes they did not commit.\textsuperscript{136} This is a tragedy for the defendant. Courts, prosecutors, and public defenders all incur unnecessary costs as interpreter errors are assessed by several layers of appellate courts.\textsuperscript{137}

In some instances, a lack of qualified interpreters can also make it impossible for law enforcement to pursue prosecutions. In fact, prosecutors have routinely dismissed immigration-related criminal charges against non-Spanish-speakers in the Operation Streamline program.\textsuperscript{138} In that program, as many as eighty individuals have been prosecuted for illegal reentry in a single proceeding on the U.S.–Mexico border.\textsuperscript{139} As Joanna Jacobbi Lydgate reported in a 2010 article, only Spanish interpreters were available in Tucson, so the U.S. Attorney’s office routinely dismissed charges against LEP Operation Streamline defendants who did not speak Spanish.\textsuperscript{140} The result was an unusual form of discrimination against Spanish speakers who were criminally prosecuted while speakers of other languages—usually indigenous Latin American languages—went free.\textsuperscript{141}

The lack of certified interpreters in languages other than Spanish violates congressional intent. In 1988, Congress explicitly amended the Court Interpreters Act to provide the Administrative Office of the Courts with discretion over the languages in which it would certify interpreters.\textsuperscript{142} The amendment was apparently motivated by budget concerns and by evidence that less than one-third of 1% of all federal cases presented a need for interpreting in other languages.\textsuperscript{143}
However, the Senate Judiciary Committee stated at the time that “in the view of the Committee, the judiciary must act to meet the needs of non-English speakers in other language groups, as well.” Accordingly, it stated: “The Committee envisions the certification of a growing list of languages in the near future.”

For Spanish, Haitian Creole, and Navajo, the Court Interpreters Act and the Guide to Judiciary Policy require the use of certified interpreters whenever they are “reasonably available.” Some districts appear to adhere to this requirement. In the U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona, for example, certified staff and contract Spanish interpreters handled more than 76,500 proceedings in 2011, while noncertified Spanish interpreters handled only fourteen proceedings. However, in other districts, the use of noncertified Spanish interpreters is the norm. In the District of Idaho, noncertified Spanish interpreters handled 457 proceedings in 2011, while certified Spanish interpreters handled only 140. In the District of Montana, noncertified Spanish interpreters handled 101 proceedings in 2011, while certified Spanish interpreters handled only one.

Because interpreters are certified only in Spanish, for the more than 100 other languages for which interpretation is required courts generally use “professionally qualified” interpreters or, if they are not available, “language skilled/ad hoc interpreters.” An interpreter will be deemed “professionally qualified” if he or she has passed particular tests administered by the U.S. Department of State, the United Nations, or one of several interpreter associations. The local court will deem interpreters “language skilled/ad hoc” if they can demonstrate their ability to interpret court proceedings to and from another language.

This policy does not require either “professionally qualified” or “language skilled/ad hoc” interpreters to demonstrate familiarity with the unique culture of the courtroom, any legal matters the interpreter will need to interpret, or the ethical duties of an interpreter—all of which are widely recognized as essential for courtroom interpreting. In this respect, the practice of the federal courts compares unfavorably to the practices of many state courts. For example, in Minnesota, when a certified interpreter is not available, a state court can appoint a noncertified, but otherwise qualified, interpreter. Among the requirements for obtaining that designation are completion of an interpreter orientation program and a passing score on a written ethics exam.

While standardized certification tests are the best practice for assessing language and interpreting ability, when those tests are not available the most effective assessments use staff who possess court interpreting expertise, have been trained to perform interpreter assessments, and perform such assessments regularly as part of their job. As the National Center for State Courts warns: “It is inefficient for trial judges to be responsible for the ad hoc determination of interpreter qualifications in the courtroom, and the results of in-court voir dires . . . remain problematic in the best of circumstances.” In a 2001 survey, Indiana trial judges reported that “they were often unable to determine whether” a given interpreter was “genuinely qualified.” In the same vein, the Ninth Circuit has warned that “the judge and other participants in the courtroom usually have no way of confirming whether the translation is accurate.”

Some districts do assess the interpreting ability of noncertified interpreters. For instance, the
Southern District of New York administers an in-house exam to determine whether an interpreter is capable of interpreting at 150 words per minute and at 75% accuracy level. However, the Guide to Judiciary Policy implies that all districts are not as rigorous, instructing the district courts to inform parties and attorneys that the list of local, noncertified interpreters includes some who “have not been tested or certified to interpret the language in question in the courts and that neither the [Administrative Office of the Courts] nor the clerk’s office can attest to the level of interpreting skills of the listed interpreters.”

C. Some Judges Deny Interpreters When the LEP Individual Can Speak or Understand Some English

For several reasons, there is a serious risk that people who lack sufficient proficiency in English to participate meaningfully in a court proceeding may be denied interpreters, even in the types of proceedings in which the Court Interpreters Act mandates the provision of interpreters (i.e., those brought by the United States). As this Report describes in more detail below, some courts construe the Court Interpreters Act as permitting the denial of an interpreter when an individual can speak some English. Accordingly, federal district court judges often fail to conduct a voir dire adequate to identify individuals whose level of English proficiency is insufficient to allow meaningful participation.

The Court Interpreters Act requires that in “criminal actions and in civil actions initiated by the United States,” an interpreter “shall” be provided if a party or witness:

speaks only or primarily a language other than the English language . . . so as to inhibit such party’s comprehension of the proceedings or communication with counsel or the presiding judicial officer, or so as to inhibit such witness’ comprehension of questions and the presentation of such testimony.

Several circuits have interpreted “inhibit” narrowly, permitting the denial of an interpreter to someone who can speak or understand some English but still may not be able to meaningfully participate in the proceedings. For example, in Gonzalez v. United States, the Ninth Circuit found no clear error in the district court’s decision not to appoint an interpreter for a Spanish-speaking criminal defendant who could not speak English well, could not read English at all, and responded to questions in a manner the dissent characterized as “inarticulate.” The Ninth Circuit agreed with the district court that the Court Interpreters Act required appointment of an interpreter only if a defendant’s difficulty with the English language was a “major” problem. Dissenting, Judge Reinhardt noted that “[n]othing in the legislative history or statutory language supports the narrow application of the Act by the district court.” He explained, “Congress mandated the appointment of interpreters whenever a ‘language-handicapped’ defendant’s comprehension of the proceedings is impaired because Congress concluded that the appointment of an interpreter represents a fundamental premise of fairness and due process for all.”

In contrast to the Ninth Circuit’s major-problem standard, the DOJ has warned state courts that Title VI requires them to provide an interpreter if an individual lacks sufficient proficiency in English to participate meaningfully in a judicial proceeding. Similarly, the National Center for State Courts recommends that interpreters be appointed when “the services of an
interpreter are required to secure the rights of non-English speaking persons or for the administration of justice."\textsuperscript{171} A number of state court systems follow the meaningful-participation standard.\textsuperscript{172}

Under the meaningful participation standard, an ability to speak or understand \textit{some} English does not preclude the appointment of an interpreter.\textsuperscript{173} As the National Center for State Courts notes, "\textit{M}any individuals have enough proficiency in a second language to communicate at a very basic level. But participation in court proceedings requires far more than a very basic level of communicative capability."\textsuperscript{174} Rather, an interpreter should be provided when the individual's English language facility is insufficient to permit meaningful communication and comprehension in the context of a fast-paced, potentially jargon-laden, and emotionally taxing legal proceeding.\textsuperscript{175}

The methods some federal district court judges use to determine an individual's level of English proficiency are insufficient to satisfy this standard.\textsuperscript{176} The Federal Judicial Center's Benchbook for U.S. District Court Judges only recommends that federal judges ask if an individual can speak and understand English, or, if he or she has an attorney, whether the attorney has been able to communicate with the individual.\textsuperscript{177} Asking a litigant or witness whether he or she can speak and understand English is likely to elicit a "yes" from people too embarrassed, nervous, or scared to admit difficulty with the national language. Moreover, a litigant who is not familiar with courtroom culture may not know what level of English is necessary for meaningful communication in that setting.\textsuperscript{178}

Other judges, without asking specifically about English language ability, accept a "yes" or "no" answer to a question as evidence that a defendant can speak and understand English.\textsuperscript{179} This practice flies in the face of the widespread recognition that open-ended questions calling for more than a "yes" or "no" answer are the best method for assessing an individual's ability to understand and speak English.\textsuperscript{180} The National Center for State Courts' model guide for court interpretation recommends that "\textit{T}he voir dire should include 'wh-questions' (what, where, who, when) and questions that call for describing people, places or events or a narration."\textsuperscript{181} According to Georgia's Uniform Rule for Interpreter Programs, a court should ask questions on identification, "\textit{A}ctive vocabulary in vernacular English," and the court proceedings.\textsuperscript{182} A bench card for Ohio judges suggests that judges ask: "\textit{P}lease tell me about your country." "\textit{H}ow did you learn English?" "\textit{D}escribe some of the things you see in this courtroom."\textsuperscript{183}

Courts should also carefully assess the specific language spoken by LEP court users. The following incident illustrates how a lack of rigorous assessment of language ability can lead a court to appoint an interpreter who speaks the wrong language. In a 2008 raid on a meatpacking plant in Iowa, more than three hundred undocumented workers—many from Guatemala and Mexico—were arrested.\textsuperscript{184} The workers were appointed counsel and provided certified Spanish interpreters.\textsuperscript{185} Within two weeks, almost all of the workers pled guilty and were sentenced to prison, followed by deportation.\textsuperscript{186} The court failed to realize, however, that many of the workers spoke and understood only indigenous South American languages, not Spanish.\textsuperscript{187}

To assess the specific language spoken by the LEP court users, judges should specifically ask which language a litigant speaks and use a language identification card to help the litigant
identify the language. The National Center for State Courts’ model bench card for court interpretation in protection order hearings directs the court to determine the language of the LEP litigant using a language identification card. The bench card further recommends that “[i]f the party cannot read, or if language ID cards are not available,” the court should “contact a court interpreter or a commercial telephonic service . . . to determine the language of the party requiring services.”

Additionally, judges should not rely on a party or the party’s attorney to request an interpreter. A pro se litigant may not even be aware of the right to an interpreter and thus may not know to request one. Rather, as several circuits have held, judges should use their discretion under the Court Interpreters Act to inquire into any litigant or testifying witness’s level of English proficiency.

D. Most Vital Documents Are Only Available in English

Another area in which the federal courts lag behind national norms is in the translation of court forms, instructions, websites, and other written materials into languages commonly spoken by the people using the courts. The DOJ has made clear that Title VI requires state courts to provide vital documents to court users in the languages commonly spoken by such users. The ABA agrees, stating that courts should consider translating information about court services and programs (including information on websites), court forms, and court orders.

Nonetheless, a significant minority of federal district courts report that they provide resources, services, or notices in a language other than English. As a result, many instructions and forms aimed at pro se litigants are available only in English. Here are some examples:

- a one-page sheet containing information for pro se civil complaints in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia and its bankruptcy courts,
- the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Washington’s instructions for pro se litigants on filing complaints and seeking the appointment of an attorney in a civil rights case,
- the mandatory civil cover sheet, form summonses, subpoenas, and applications for leave to proceed without prepaying fees or costs and to obtain a transcript, all available on the website of the U.S. Courts,
- the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York’s form for filing civil complaints.

Even some information specifically targeted to LEP individuals is available only in English. For instance, on the website of the Southern District of New York the response to the question “I do not speak English. What do I do?” is provided only in English.

Access to translated materials does appear to be slowly expanding. The Federal Judicial Center makes available a Spanish version of a notice of class action form, and some district court judges require that a plaintiff’s attorney provide notice of pending class actions and forms for opting into or out of those matters, in the languages commonly spoken by class members.
The U.S. District Court for the District of Massachusetts makes its manual for civil pro se litigants available in Spanish. The website of the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Nevada provides a link to a Spanish bankruptcy manual created by the Legal Aid Center of Southern Nevada. And, the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts’ 2011 annual report promises that “Spanish translations of criminal court forms are available on the Judiciary intranet and translations for civil court forms will be added in the coming months.”

Nonetheless, in many states, there is far more access to information and forms in Spanish and other languages in the state courts than there is in the federal district courts. For example, the New York Office of Court Administration provides a variety of information and forms on its website in Spanish, Chinese, French, Korean, Punjabi, Russian, Wolof, and Haitian Creole. The California courts do so in Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean, Russian, Tagalog, Hmong, and a number of other languages. The federal courts should provide no less.

IV. Recommendations for Reform

This Report has described serious obstacles that LEP individuals encounter when they try to access the federal courts. Many LEP individuals cannot obtain interpreters, either because they are involved in a civil case brought by someone other than the U.S. government or because a judge has deemed their communication difficulty to be insufficiently serious to warrant appointment of an interpreter. Some are provided with interpreters whose competence has not been adequately assessed, resulting in serious communication errors. Most websites, court information documents, and forms (except for a few criminal forms) are only available in English.

Congress, the bodies administering and providing support to the federal courts—including the Judicial Conference, Administrative Office of the Courts, and Federal Judicial Center—and the courts themselves can all take steps to remove these obstacles.

A. Congress

Congress should amend the Court Interpreters Act to clarify that federal courts should provide interpreters in all matters before the federal courts involving an LEP participant, regardless of whether the matter is criminal or civil in nature. Specifically, the phrase “in judicial proceedings instituted by the United States” should be struck from 28 U.S.C. § 1827(d)(1), as follows:

The presiding judicial officer, with the assistance of the Director of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts, shall utilize the services of the most available certified interpreter, or when no certified interpreter is reasonably available, as determined by the presiding judicial officer, the services of an otherwise qualified interpreter, in judicial proceedings instituted by the United States, if the presiding judicial officer determines on such officer's own motion or on the motion of a party that such party (including a defendant in a criminal case), or a witness who may present testimony in such judicial proceedings—
(A) speaks only or primarily a language other than the English language; or

(B) suffers from a hearing impairment (whether or not suffering also from a speech impairment)

so as to inhibit such party's comprehension of the proceedings or communication with counsel or the presiding judicial officer, or so as to inhibit such witness' comprehension of questions and the presentation of such testimony.205

Congress should also allocate sufficient funding to the federal courts to cover the expansion of the court interpreter program to cover all civil cases and to enable the federal judiciary to certify interpreters in additional languages. As described above, both moves are necessary to ensure that the nation's Article III and bankruptcy courts are able to provide the same level of access to LEP individuals as federal agencies and many state courts provide.206 Doing so would also comport with the ABA's Standards.207

B. Judicial Conference

The Judicial Conference sets policy for the federal judiciary.208 It consists of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, the chief judges of each circuit and of the Court of International Trade, and a district judge from each regional circuit.209 By statute, the Judicial Conference has authority to "submit suggestions and recommendations to the various courts to promote uniformity of management procedures and the expeditious conduct of court business."210 The Judicial Conference should exercise that authority to adopt a policy of providing interpreters to LEP parties and witnesses in all types of court proceedings and amend the Guide to Judicial Policy to reflect this policy change. In addition, to ensure courts do not deny interpreters to LEP individuals who are inhibited in their comprehension of the proceedings, the Judicial Conference should adopt a policy that interpreters should be provided to parties and witnesses who lack sufficient English language proficiency to participate meaningfully in the proceedings. The Judicial Conference should amend the Guide to Judicial Policy to reflect this policy change.

As discussed above, both moves would bring the federal courts in line with the practice of federal agencies and many state courts, which provide interpreters in all sorts of proceedings.211 Doing so would also be consistent with the federal judiciary's tradition of abiding by the spirit of the nation's civil rights statutes, even though separation of powers concerns have led Congress to exempt the federal courts from coverage under those statutes.212 The Judicial Conference's decision to provide reasonable accommodations to people with disabilities, discussed below, is one example.213 Likewise, when Congress passed legislation specifically obligating itself to provide congressional employees with the protections of four antidiscrimination statutes, the Judicial Conference declared that the federal judiciary would follow the spirit and intent of each statute.214

The Judicial Conference has not yet adopted a policy to expand interpreter access to all civil cases and ensure that interpreters are provided to parties and witnesses who lack sufficient English language proficiency to participate meaningfully. However, the Judicial Conference's authority to do so is clear from the actions it has taken to adopt policies allowing judges to
appoint interpreters for the deaf and hearing impaired, even in cases not required by the Court Interpreters Act.\textsuperscript{215} As enacted in 1978, the Court Interpreters Act provided for the appointment of interpreters at government expense for the deaf and hearing impaired, but only in cases brought by the federal government.\textsuperscript{216} Apparently, the Judicial Conference initially believed it was necessary to amend the Court Interpreters Act in order to provide sign language interpreters in all other cases.\textsuperscript{217} Accordingly, in 1995, it attempted to persuade Congress to amend the Court Interpreters Act.\textsuperscript{218} However, that same year, without waiting for congressional action, it adopted a policy that sign language interpreters should be appointed in all cases in which they are needed.\textsuperscript{219}

Congress subsequently amended the Court Interpreters Act to allow the appointment of sign language interpreters in any case in which they were needed.\textsuperscript{220} However, as the Judicial Conference has noted, the federal courts continue to provide broader access to sign language interpreters than even the amendments to the Court Interpreters Act require:

Under 28 U.S.C. § 1827(l), a judge may provide a sign language interpreter for a party, witness or other participant in a judicial proceeding, whether or not the proceeding is instituted by the United States.

Under Judicial Conference policy, a court must provide sign language interpreters or other auxiliary aides and services to participants in federal court proceedings who are deaf, hearing-impaired or have communication disabilities and may provide these services to spectators when deemed appropriate.\textsuperscript{221}

The Judicial Conference could, and should, adopt a similar policy regarding the appointment of spoken language interpreters in all cases in which they are needed.

C. Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts

The Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts (AOC) describes itself as the “central support entity” for the federal judiciary.\textsuperscript{222} It is funded by Congress and operates under the supervision of the Judicial Conference.\textsuperscript{223} Among its many duties is oversight of court interpreter certification.\textsuperscript{224} The AOC also provides website templates that individual courts can use when they upgrade their own websites.\textsuperscript{225} As described above, while Congress has expressed a desire for interpreters to be certified in languages other than Spanish,\textsuperscript{226} due to budget concerns the AOC is only certifying interpreters in Spanish.\textsuperscript{227} The AOC should continue its efforts to begin certifying interpreters in languages other than Spanish. For those languages for which certification is not available, the AOC should use trained, dedicated personnel to assess language capabilities and interpreting skills. This is the practice of some, but not all, individual federal district courts.\textsuperscript{228} To ensure uniform interpreter quality in all federal courts, the AOC should assume this task itself.\textsuperscript{229} Additionally, the AOC should incorporate multiple languages into its website templates to help individual courts make their websites available in the languages commonly spoken in each district.
D. Federal Judicial Center

The Federal Judicial Center (FJC) was established by Congress to provide research and education to the federal judicial system. Among its judicial education activities are writing and periodically updating the Judicial Benchbook used by federal district courts and providing training opportunities to federal judges. There are a number of improvements the FJC should make in the Judicial Benchbook and in its judicial training modules to facilitate language access in the federal courts.

First, to deal with the situations in which judges or court staff must assess a court interpreter’s credentials, the FJC should include in the Judicial Benchbook a standard set of questions designed to assess: (1) Whether the interpreter can communicate effectively in English and the target language; (2) whether he or she has court interpreting experience; and (3) whether he or she is familiar and able to comply with the applicable ethics code. The FJC should also develop and conduct trainings for new and sitting federal district judges on how to assess interpreters based on the above criteria.

Second, to help judges determine when to appoint an interpreter, the FJC should include in the Judicial Benchbook a standard set of open-ended questions that a judge can use to assess whether a party or witness possesses a sufficient level of English language proficiency to participate meaningfully in the proceedings. The FJC should also train judges on how to conduct the assessment. Additionally, the FJC should include in the Judicial Benchbook, and in judicial trainings, guidance for judges on when to inform parties and witnesses of their right to an interpreter and when to conduct a voir dire to assess whether a party or witness possesses a sufficient level of English language proficiency to participate meaningfully in the proceedings.

E. Federal District Court Judges and Bankruptcy Court Judges

Federal district court and bankruptcy court judges have the power to decide when to appoint an interpreter and which interpreter to appoint, pursuant to the Court Interpreters Act and court rules. Federal district court and bankruptcy court judges should exercise their authority under the Court Interpreters Act and Rule 43(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to appoint interpreters for LEP witnesses in civil cases. As this Report discusses above, the Court Interpreters Act requires courts to provide interpreters for LEP individuals on a cost-reimbursable basis, while Rule 43(d) states that when an LEP individual testifies at trial, “[t]he court may appoint an interpreter of its choosing; fix reasonable compensation to be paid from funds provided by law or by one or more parties; and tax the compensation as costs.” Before the passage of the Court Interpreters Act, federal courts relied on Rule 43 and on its counterpart, Rule 28 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, to appoint interpreters for the deaf and hard of hearing and for LEP individuals. These rules remain in effect today and continue to provide a basis for appointing interpreters at the discretion of the court, even in civil cases.

However, there is a flaw in the appointment system authorized by the Court Interpreters Act and Rule 43; the court may require one or more parties to pay for the interpreter. As the DOJ and ABA recognize, requiring LEP individuals to pay for their own interpreters amounts to
imposing an extra surcharge on them solely because of their national origin, and it can chill their exercise of the right of access to the courts. For this reason, courts should look for other sources of funding to pay for interpreters, such as attorney admission fees.

Judges should also use their authority to ensure the interpreters they use are competent. In accordance with the Court Interpreters Act and the Guide to Judiciary Policy, judges should use certified interpreters for in-court proceedings whenever they are reasonably available. When certified interpreters are not available, however, courts should use trained, dedicated personnel to assess the language capabilities of noncertified court interpreters. In the rare instances in which judges or court staff are used to assess the credentials of interpreters, they should do so on the record, using a standard set of questions designed to assess whether the interpreter: (1) can effectively communicate in English and the target language with the specific LEP person; (2) has knowledge of the legal or other terms to be used; (3) has court interpreting experience; and (4) is familiar and able to comply with the applicable code of ethics.

Finally, judges should ensure that an interpreter is provided whenever a party's or witness's English language facility is insufficient to permit meaningful communication and comprehension in the context of a fast-paced, potentially jargon-laden, and emotionally taxing legal proceeding. Judges should use their discretion under the Court Interpreters Act to inquire into the level of English proficiency of any litigant or testifying witness and ask specific, open-ended questions of LEP individuals to ensure they understand the proceeding.

F. Federal District Courts and Bankruptcy Courts

Each federal district court decides what information to make available to the public through its website and at the courthouse. In order to ensure that LEP individuals are able to access the court, each district court should translate frequently used civil forms and instructions into the languages most frequently spoken in each district. Priority for translations should be given to documents used most frequently by pro se litigants, such as manuals for pro se litigants, information about language-access rights, complaint and answer forms, requests to proceed without prepayment of fees, and applications for the appointment of counsel or an interpreter. The court should make translated forms in hard copy available at the local clerk's office and any pro se or self-help office associated with the court, as well as on its website. Courts should also translate their websites into the non-English languages most frequently spoken in their districts. As with hard-copy documents, priority for translations should be given to individual webpages used most frequently by pro se litigants, such as the sections covering frequently asked questions, information on how LEP persons should proceed, and court location and hours.

V. Conclusion

This Report describes a number of serious problems that many LEP court users face when they encounter the federal court system, including lack of access to interpreters, inadequate quality control when noncertified interpreters are used, and too few written materials in languages other than English. In a nation that views its federal judiciary as a cornerstone of democracy, these problems are unacceptable. Accordingly, this Report recommends steps that Congress, the Judicial Conference, the Administrative Office of the Courts, the Federal Judicial Center,
federal district courts, and individual judges can take to remedy the situation.

Implementing these solutions will not be easy. The federal judiciary faces serious financial strains that make it difficult to pay for additional interpreters or for certifying interpreters in additional languages. 249 However, as the DOJ has stressed, financial constraints are no excuse for allocating funds in a way that disadvantages a discrete group of court users. 250 Many state courts have recently expanded their court interpreter programs, even though they are facing budgetary pressures more dire than those of the federal judiciary. 251 Both Colorado and Utah, for example, made court interpreter services available in all civil cases in 2011, 252 even though both court systems suffered several years of significant budget cuts. 253 These state court achievements should be particularly inspiring to the federal judiciary because the number of people needing interpreters in state courts—which hear 95% of the cases filed in the nation—likely dwarfs the number of people needing such services in the federal system. The Colorado judiciary alone hears as many cases annually as the entire federal judiciary, with a budget that amounts to a fraction of the budget for the federal judiciary. 255

In addition, some of the recommendations advocated in this Report will cost little or nothing. For example, developing guidelines to help judges assess the English proficiency of the people who appear before them is a low-cost endeavor with a potentially enormous impact. Indeed, some of the changes advocated here may even save the courts money in the future. 256 Providing interpreters in civil cases, ensuring that interpreters are provided to LEP individuals who speak some English but not enough to meaningfully access the courts, and certifying interpreters in additional languages, all reduce the risk of error and the inevitable appeals that follow. 257 Translating court information and forms into Spanish and other languages frequently spoken by court users can help pro se litigants understand court procedures and decrease the time that clerks and judges must spend explaining the procedures to them; it can also increase compliance with court orders. 258

The difficulty of implementing the reforms urged here is ameliorated by the advantage the federal judiciary gains by being a late adopter; it can take advantage of the many creative techniques developed by state courts and federal agencies to provide language access efficiently and effectively. For example, it would be a simple matter for the federal judiciary to adapt for their own purposes the guidelines developed by the National Center for State Courts and many state court systems on topics such as assessing whether a court user needs an interpreter. 259 The federal judiciary could likewise adopt the certification tests that the Consortium for Language Access in the Courts has developed in at least sixteen languages. 260

In all likelihood, the problems identified in this Report are merely the tip of the iceberg. Additional language access problems likely include a shortage of staff who are able to communicate with LEP individuals at clerks’ offices and a lack of courthouse signs in languages other than English, among other problems. 261 For these reasons, both the Judicial Conference and individual courts would be well-advised to conduct a top-to-bottom review of language obstacles facing court users and to develop plans to remedy each of those obstacles. 262 This would put the federal courts on the path to complying with the ABA’s recommendation that “courts should develop and implement an enforceable system of language access services” and with the judiciary’s promise of equal justice for all.
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